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APRIL 22, 2020

Announcements?
Contact
Jennifer Fischahs
CONGRATULATIONS

Mark Shearer has been promoted to Interim Department Administrator

Mark Shearer, MBA
ATTEND UAHS VIRTUAL TOWN HALL

Friday, April 24 | 1 - 2 p.m.

Join the discussion with Dr. Michael Dake and the UAHS Deans

ZOOM registration

Submit Questions

University of Arizona Health Sciences TOWNHALL
“Medical Imaging designated some office space for their providers, as well as a resident call room.”
Medical Imaging Immediate COVID-19 Response

Former office cubicle becomes...

Office bullpen area becomes...

...Resident on-call room

...Reading room workstations
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COLLEGE OF MEDICINE TUCSON
Medical Imaging
Administrative Heroes

Safe Work Spaces

Extra safety precautions being taken in all office areas
UA EMPLOYEE FURLOUGH

- Thank you for continuing to exhibit adaptability and determination
- Individuals relying solely on grants for their salary will not be asked to participate in the Furlough program
- Visit the FY 2020 & 2021 Furlough & Pay Reduction program website for the latest information
Link to Coronavirus Disease 2019 Information for NIH Applicants and Recipients of NIH Funding page

View the new webpage for COVID-19 funding opportunities

Mark your calendar for the Collaborative Cancer Grand Rounds, May 8th from noon – 1:00 pm. Dr. Ali Bilgin and Dr. Terry Matsunaga are presenting via zoom.
FOR BANNER EMPLOYEES

Text “BANNER” to 56512 to instantly receive a text response with the link and password to access:

- **Self-care resources:** Tips, connections and tools to support you and those you care for the most.
- **Team member resources:** Financial resource, health support, work resources and more.
- **Housing for health care heroes:** Housing opportunities during COVID-19 for those working in high-risk exposure areas or live with someone who may be at risk.
- **Community offerings:** Restaurant discounts, grocery store deals, laundry childcare services and more.
- **#BannerStrong:** Need an emotional pick-me-up? See inspirational stories and images from around the system.
- **Redeployment resources:** Easy application for those able and willing to be deployed during COVID-19 response efforts.
- **How our communities can help:** Find out where to send family, friends and community members who may be asking you how they can help during this time.
FREE FACE COVERINGS

LOCATIONS
• 5701 E. Speedway
• 8700 N. Oracle Rd, Oro Valley
• 18805 S. Frontage Rd., B103, Sahuarita

As everyone is asked to wear a social mask – into and out of Tower 1 - Cathy’s Sewing on Speedway is providing (2) hand sewn and donated masks to every Banner employee with ID.

Our very own, Liz Hague, has already made and donated nearly 100 masks to the Cathey’s Speedway location.

Thanks, Liz!
APPLY FOR “LEARNING TO LEAD”

Deadline: April 30, 2020

• Learning to Lead is a nine-month program designed to foster the development of the next generation of leaders in academic medicine

• Associate professors and other faculty in mid-level leadership roles are encouraged to apply
4th-year Resident, Dushyant Mann, works in one of the HSIB reading rooms set up post Covid-19.
FELLOWS

Aria Ghaffari, MSK Fellow

Usha Jayagurunathan, Cardiothoracic Fellow
MAIN CAMPUS PRE-COVID

Just a month ago…
The annual Supplier Showcase was one of the last large UArizona events before COVID-19 transformed the way we interact on campus.
EASTER

Easter treats: picture from Gram, Laurie

Sunday stroll (Amy)

Easter egg hunt @home: picture from Mom, Susan

Melissa Ruiz with Tristan
WORKING @ HOME

Nursing a found hummingbird back to health during lunch time

Mookie (top) and Riley keep Mom, Janet, company

Afternoon break with Dad brings sunshine and bubbles (Dr. Tseng)
DMI STAFF SCRAMBLE: CATS

A. “Sassy,” Janet,  B. “Gray” & “Butterscotch,” Laurie,
C. Grandson Eric w/ cat and rabbit, Jane,
D. “Mom’s cat,” Amy, E. “Dimmu,” Maria

Match the Photo to the Staff Member:
Maria, Jane, Amy, Laurie & Janet
LIGHTHEARTEDNESS

"Alice, turn your video on. No, it's the button on the bottom. Not that one, over to your left FFS. Jan, you're on mute. UNMUTE YOURSELF!"

DMI Zoom meeting